
Veneto TrailO 2019
BULLETIN TempO Grantorto

Italian TempO Championship 2nd stage – CHIS Cup
Sunday 26 May 2019, Grantorto 

MAP: scale 1:4000 contour interval 2m.

FORMULA: TempO.  6 stations, each one with 5 tasks and 6 flags. Z (Zero) answer is possible, when no flag is
in the right position.

MODEL  A model station is available near the start.

START – at 14:30.  20 minutes from the CC (2km), the path is marked with strips. It is possible to go by car in a 
parking at 150m from the start, signed. It is mandatory to wear the bib number.

COMPETITION PATH  Length 1km, marked with strips. The path is on a OPEN cycle track. The competitors are 
recommended to keep right and pay attention. 

PROCEDURE  In every station the competitor receives a bunch of 5 loose maps. The competitor can request  the
bound maps if he/she wishes. Likewise, he/she can request to give the answers pointing at the letters. The official
will declaim the formula “6 flags, ALPHA – BRAVO – CHARLIE - DELTA - ECHO - FOXTROT– Time starts now!”.
Only at this moment the competitor can open the bunch and solve the first question and the followings. Is is not
possible to go to the next map before answering the previous, or go back to the previous map. Time limit for every
station is 150 seconds. 20sec before the term the official will warn the competitor saying “20 seconds!”. 

ANSWERS   The answers must be given clearly using the english phonetic alphabet (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, 
Delta, Echo, Foxtrot , Zero). The answers and the overall time are recorded with ANT system. The competitor can
record his/her answers if he/she wishes. After completing a station, the competitor goes on along the path till the 
STOP sign, and wait the call to the next station.

ZERO TOLERANCE The zero tolerance is 4m, no other conditions. This means that in case of a Zero flag, the 
flags are apart more than 4m from the correct position.

FINISH  2Km from the finish to the CC. 1.4km  from the finish to the parking near the start.

PRIZEGIVING  About at 16:30.    Prizes for the first three Open and Beginners (sum of the two stages), and for 
the best Paralympic. Prizegiving also for best Open, Paralympic  and Junior taking in account of the overall 
results of the three competitions. 

PRIZEGIVING ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP

Next up, the Italian Championship prizegiving will take place (sum of the two stages). 

Jury:  Elvio Cereser, Krešo Keresteš, Mauro Nardo

We wish to thank the timekeepers.
For everything else the international and national rules are effective.

Padova Orienteering wish you an enjoyable competition!


